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A CONSTRUCTION OP THE PROJECTIVE MODIFICATION FOR A 
CLOSURE-SET OF A FRESHEAF 
J. PECHANEC- DRAHOS, Praha 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize and to sim-
plify a theorem concerning the modifications of closure 
collections of presheaves of closure space of ISL]. 
The method used here is different from that of til, it is 
easier and better for understanding the problem. 
1. Notations. If X is a closure space with a closu-
re i , then every filter-base of t -neighborhoods of a 
point x e X is denoted by A («* , i) . If a closure V is 
finer than t , we write -t' aS t t If T is a set of clo-
sures on X r let JUATU T , respectively SJUm- T be 
the finest, respectively the coarsest closure on X , coar-
ser, respectively finer than each closure from T . 
If X is a topological space, we denote by 33 (X) 
the set of all its open subsets. Then for U € BCX) let 
TT ( U) respectively 71̂  ( VL ) be the set of all open 
coverings (respectively of all finite open coverings) of U # 
If X is locally compact, let ¥CVL) be the aet of 
all coverings V e 7TCIL) with the following property: 
Y e V implies V c U> is compact. Moreover, V0 CVL)m 
- iV; V € 33 CVL) • T e l l is compact I. Thue 
m&9?mm swo MAm 3.962.5 , 3 . 9 6 i . 4 
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% ( U ) € P C U ) . 
2. Definitions. Let tf » { C B% t?u ) j £>uy j X ? be 
a presheaf of sets with closures over a topological space 
X , i»e. for every H e 33 C X ) let S u be a set with 
a closure Tu and for U , V € 3 C X ) , V c tl let 
p i 5 —*• Sy be a map (not necessarily continuous) 
of ($u *u ) into (SY <*Y ) . The set <«/ .= -C r^ •, & e &CX)? 
(briefly (JU ~ < t? { ) is called the set of closures of the 
presheaf if (briefly the set of closures). If p s ^^-a)•> f4*-
= ft' f are two such sets and for every 11 © $5(X) we 
U» 
have t .as t^ , we write {to &$*,'. If every p u y. ; 
: CS r . ) — • CS 'Kj is continuous, we call if the presheaf 
of closure spaces and the set of its closures fi> is called 
the collection of closures of %f , briefly the collection. 
If U e 3i(X) , Ve TT C It) 9 we have a collection of 
maps 
(3) ZY - (puyi fw i S ^ CSy ry). Ve V} 
of the set S-* (the closure t is not considered now) 
into the closure spaces ( Bv vv ) f V € 2^ . Using the set 
Z we can construct protectively a new closure in 3U . 
We denote 
utr -s^-—. V 
As in [13, the set (O. » ft? f is called projective 
(respectively finitely projective), if fUjir -» ^ u for eve-
ry U c $ CX) and every V € TT C It) (respectively every 
V € TT0 Ctt) ) - see Cl] • Definition 1.1. , 1.1.26. It is 
obvious that the projective or finitely projective set fjL 
is a closure collection, i.e. every g> : (S T„ ) —* (Sy T ) 
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is continuous. 
In [2] we proved the following statement (Theorem 
1.1.6). 
Theorem A. For every collection AJ, -= { *t J of tf 
there exists a collection (*? a < trj, \ such that 
a) (to -̂  (Cc* , 
b) t̂,' is projective, 
c) if i? sr { £V $ is a projective collection and (JU -6 
sir >> .£ <o/ , then i> s fct' . 
The collection (tc' was called in £2.1 projective modifi-
cation Of £L , 
In 111 we have proved a theorem concerning the projective 
modifications of closure collections, which states (1.1.37): 
Theorem B. If & in (2) is a presheaf of closure spa-
ces over a locally compact space X and if its set of 
closures ^cu =r {T } as finitely projective, then (tc* ** 
~ t ^ u ^ Cuy ; tt € &(X)\, In the following we will not 
assume {*, is finitely projective collection, but only 
that p , is a set of closures of %f with the property: 
(5) Assumption: If U, e # (X ) , a, c 5^ , W"e A Co.; f^). , 
V € TTC (11) f then for every Y € V there exists 
WVe A (fuy (a); ty ) such that n pjj, Cr
 K) C W . 
Under the assumption (5) we construct for pu certain 
projective closure collection u,* of %f and we will 
show that KI* is a projective modification of /tx not 
only for the collection {U* as in C13 (see Theorem B ) , but 
moreover for some sets of closures ĉc of if . 
*>• Remark. Since the property (5) does not imply the 
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continuity of Puv> 9 the set of closures with this pro-
perty is not nececcarily a closure collection. However, 
it can be easily seen that.if AX> is a collection, then 
(5) is equivalent with the finite projectivity of QA , 
7.. Theorem.Let & m {( 5^ t% > ; puy ; X J be a 
presheaf of sets $ with closures t over a locally 
compact space X . 
Let the set /u, m {tf ? of closures satisfy Condition (5). 
Then {U* « { v* } s i ^uV iVL) % & & &(X)l is a projec-
tive closure collection of %f . 
Proof. Obviously, /Ct* is a collection. 
Thus we are going to prove it is projective. Let 
U € B (X), a, € Sa , Ve WCU) , V€ A (a,; r* ) . 
We may assume -that W =* Q SPity. ( i ' ' where 
Vi e %(U) , % e A (<puy~(a.); vY. ) , -t, - 1, ..., m, . 
The compactness of the set V\ c U. implies there exist 
Ul . . . . . II?* 6 V such that . U U-f ~ Vj. , 
i s 4, , . . , m, . Let us set S£ * U£ n Yi f # ' «= 
• * S * . , 3 * 1 .Then 1J*€ \(V+)9lm 4,..., m . The 
local compactness of X implies: There eirist R^,,.,,^ 6 
€ J3 C V̂  ) such that 
1) TL\ %<z Sf , 
2) I f c U f i s compact, 
*» *v 
3) 4R*,...,***! c f 0 C 7 4 ) , * * ,̂...,/rtf ^ * *,..., *i . 
Since ^i satisfies (5), we have. H^ f§r%J. CVr^) c 
c W^ for some M^ c 4 <f>ul^ (**> > ̂ # ) > 4 *' 4# ..., /w. , 
^ » 1,*.., *» • For thesc *> * ltt us s#t *̂ f * 
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because R* € VI C lit) * Moreover, 11? € V and 
iC\ /D^ iPuu,*f ^ ** ) c W , which proves the projectivi-
* 4 
ty of (U* , 
8. Remark. The inequality pc & su, is not necessa-
rily true if (U, is not a collection of closures of if , 
but only a set of closures of if , It can be easily seen 
that this inequality is true iff the set p , sr {fu i satis-
fies the following condition: For every U t V e 3b <X) , 
V C li compact, the map f>uv is continuous. 
Now let if «- fCStr^) >} p y ^ X } be a presheaf of 
sets with closures, (JL » {fc^ I its set of closures. It 
can be easily seen (or see [2], 1.1.3) that if 
{)>**'=: {tr^f • 00 } is some family of closure collections of 
if , then Jim, T>* = ijimi v* t M e & CX) i 
a n d A"»\ *>* m <Jk?L trjf ', U e &CX ) 1 are again 
"mcC •"""•̂  > I*' ' 
closure collections of if . 
Therefore we have that for the set *&. there exists a col-
lection uf m { t* I of y such that ft & AL? and if 
>> is any collection of if such that &u & i> , then 
(if 4 9 * 
9* Definition. Let \f be a presheaf, xc its set of 
closures. A closure collection ft? ** ^^u} of ^ *s called 
projective modification of (U* if 
1} (t is a projective collftctioa, 
2) (O G (U? f 
3) if V is a projective collection of ̂  f such that ^c _£ 
, then ft!1 £ 1> * 
The theorem A implies immediately the existence of the 
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projective modification ^ to every set of closures 
/U< , since for ft* there exists (J* which is a 
collection and for pce we get the projective modifica-
tion ( (Ci,*').' by Theorem A. Obviously ((a,*)' satisfies 
the conditions of (9). 
If (u, is a collection* then the modifications (U,* 
(by Theorem A) and fc1 (by 9) are equal. Thus we m i l de-
note in the following the projective modification of the 
set (ju by At,' instead of <C6 
10. Theorem. Let if be a presheaf of sets with clo-
sures over a locally compact space X described in (2) 
which satisfies Condition 5 and let (4, m it,. I be its set 
of closures. Suppose for every VL f Ye 3b ( X ) with the 
property: V c U compact, the map tfDjjy. is continu-
ous. Then (U, m p ! (see 7)« 
Proof. According to Ejem&rk 8 it follows from the 
continuity of JD„ for V c VL compact, that (JU & (CL 9 
where f* - < *Z l m * **VL cw * and **izcw s ^ *r 
(see 1). Let us set (4? • ^^u.^ • Since t a tt' for 
all VL e 3i(X) and since (JU is projective, we get 
By 7, JCC* is a projective collection, therefore by Theorem 
A and the definition 9 <tx m (U? . 
11. Remark. For U € 3b(X) we aet (as in ill t 1.1.10) 
(12) t£ m Jim>% Vuv , (U>* - it* f . 
Obviously tr„ m) r * .& T^ * If X is locally com-
pact, every V m IT (VL) ha a a refinement 2£ e P ( VL) 
(see Notations 1). If for every U , V € 33 ( X ) , F c 11 
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compact, the map fuy. is continuous (which is true if 
(4, is the collection), one can easily see that ^u%r -£ 
.# v (or see CZU 1.1.15). Thus t»* » f^ffa, r W ' 
For every V e 2CVL) we have ^aVoCll) * *u.v > bccau~ 
se every such ..IT refines 1£ C & ) . However, if ̂  
moreover satisfies (5) (i.e. i* <c-t is finitely projecti-
ve whenever (JL is a collection), we get by Theorem 10 
conversely t ^ y •» XVLV Ctt) » because by (9)»(10): 
^Vm4^XY ~«#^*V~ m *i * ^ ~ *VL%CVL) • * 
Thus "B* = tv,V tor everv V c 2 C tt ) , which gi-
ves Theorem A and moreover Theorem 1.1.37 in [2], too. 
13. Remark, Z.Frolik -Introduced the notions of topolo-
gized presheaf and of preeheaf of topological spaces(see 
11},p.59).Let if from (2) be a presheaf of sets with clo-
sures described in (2), {4,s*iv' } its set of closures. If 
each r is formed by the topology AJL,^ , we say that 
if » { (5^-a^ J* pu|r • Jf ? is a topologized presheaf and 
the collection p , m {^^ i is called the topologization 
of tf . If moreover each <puy : (S^AJU^) — + (Syu^) 
is continuous, we aay^ if ia a presheaf of topological 
spaces. The topologization ^ i s then called compatible 
topologization. 
The definitions, notions, theorems and the methods of 
proofs emplyed in this paper would not lose their sense and 
validity also in the caae if we worked especially in topo-
logies, i.e. if we considered only topologized preaheafea 
instead of presheavea of sets withclosures. The reformula-
tion of the results for this caae ia very easy and the 
proofs are quite analogous. We will study this caae briefly. 
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Definition D. Let if « < ( S% AJU^ ) > p u y 9 X f 
be a topologized presheaf, (U> « <u, J its topologization. 
Following (4) we define for li s & C X ) , Ve W C M ) the 
closure ** in S ^ by the maps p ^ y : S^ —> 
~>CSy-ttr ) protectively. Then v is a topology ^uir. 
We say /u, is projective, if AJU m >u* for every U, ZA. 
A topology-projective modification of ô. is the fi-
nest projective topologization f/J » (AA,* i of if coarser 
than (A, , 
A closure-projective modification of KA, is the fi-
nest projective closure-collection KI" « { *&" } of if 
coarser than (JL . 
For a topologization AM of if there exist the topo-
logy- projective modification tjj by £IJ - p.59 and the 
closure-projective modification AX" by 121 - p.116. Obvious-
ly (O, i-= (O^ £ (OL% . 
Since the assumption (5) is not changed in the case of 
a topologized presheaf and since truir --? ̂ j/**- ^
s a topo-
logy for every 11, If t Theorem 7 asserts: 
Theorem 7' .Let if =• f C «$u r ^ ) j p ^ j X ? be a to-
pologized presheaf over a locally compact space Xf(A,s {AA, ! 
its topologization. Let M, satisfy the assumption (5). 
Then pc* m iAJL*^\ * i Ajuu%r *7 VL e £(X)i is a projec-
tive topologization of if . 
The proof and Corollary 8 are the same, if we write 
"topologization", resp. "compatible topologization" instead 
of tts#t of closures", resp. "closure collection"• Theorem 10 
in a topological case assa*?rta: 
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Theorem 10 *. Let £f be a topologized preaheaf over a 
locally compact space X f fi> & {M>U i its topologiza-
tion which satisfies the assumption (5). Suppose for every 
II j V with the property V c It is compact, the map 
rt) is continuous. Then AL* =• ft," s M,' (see Definition 
D>. 
Proof. The continuity of p for V c 11 compact 
impliea (U. & (CL*SL{ M.^^ C%L) i . Let p* & <i?£l .Since 
AJU & v" for all 11 6 2hCX) and since p " is a 
projective collection, we get jfn « ^iljjm, u„ *-=• ^Zum, r" m u!' . 
a vTraw r rTTgik) r u 
By Theorem 7* (tt is a projective topologization and the-
refore by Definition t> (U,* ** AU" =s (U,* 
Theorem 10* shows that in the case of a topologization 
At of *f the closure-projective modification A*}' of MA, 
is again a topologization of if and therefore it coincides 
with (4,' . 
Following (12) we denote by JUU* ar JLunp^ AJU„ mt, the 
*• Ve ircu) J*0V 
finest topology in S„ coarser than every ^-.^ • Then 
Remark 11 is not changed if we write the topology AA** in-
stead of the closure t;* . 
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